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FOREWORD TO THE REPORT

The Reed College Heritage Master Plan is an in-
tensive, multi-disciplinary study funded by the
Getty Foundation in the spring of 2004. Composed
of outside specialists – architectural, landscape,
preservation consultants – working in conjunction
with a number of Reed College faculty and staff,
the Heritage Master Plan Team was charged with
identifying the historic value and significance of
structures and landscapes developed prior to 1967.
The process involved archival research, oral inter-
views, physical inspections, and some fine detec-
tive work in tracking down historic documents
such as old architectural drawings, faded photo-
graphs, and even wayward gargoyles. The inven-
toried buildings and grounds were then scrutinized
through the lenses of pragmatics and semiotics,
or to put it more simply, their structural and func-
tional soundness, and their aesthetic, historic, and,
equally important, local symbolic significance.
Every fragment of the campus setting, after all, is
a Proustian madeleine for someone, a repository
of memories and associations. The objective of
this careful, deliberate evaluation was to develop
a coherent set of data that will be critical in con-
ceptualizing the future of Reed’s campus.

The American college campus is a three-dimen-
sional dream of utopia cast in bricks and mortar.
As much as the words exchanged and produced
in the classrooms, lecture halls, and laboratories,
the spaces in which the verbal interactions occur
are fundamental to learning. In the hoary dualism

that dichotomizes the value of matter and spirit,
surface and depth, the built environment is the
material carapace and the stage setting within
which great minds and great ideas are conceived,
incubated, and delivered. As the Italian
semiotician-turned-novelist Umberto Eco likes to
remind us, the academic mind gravitates toward
the unseen, the hidden, to go beyond surface into
depth, to read surface for signs of essences, of
fundaments.

And yet, as Christopher Alexander (author of A
Pattern Language) and Bruno Zevi (architectural
critic, historian, and theorist of Italian organic and
social architecture) tell us, and as every architect
from Andrea Palladio to Frank Lloyd Wright to
Frank Gehry insists, buildings have the power to
shape dynamically the immaterial human inter-
actions that occur within them. The form, in other
words, has a profound power to inhibit, encour-
age, depress, or inspire. Thus, we must acknowl-
edge that in some measure Reed’s academic suc-
cess over the decades received an important con-
tribution from its architects, landscape designers,
engineers, builders, and those who commissioned
them.

The Getty Grant provided the ideal opportunity
for taking systematic inventory of this precious
and distinguished architectural heritage at an es-
pecially opportune moment: at the beginning of
the capital campaign planning and an update of
the master plan for future campus development.

The synergy of these three initiatives is truly ser-
endipitous. We are now, I believe, for the first
time poised to perform like the Roman God Ja-
nus, to look both into the past and into the fu-
ture as we consider how to maintain a flexible,
responsive, challenging and nurturing physical en-
vironment in which learning, socializing, and
dreaming can occur in this precious utopia of
Reed.

For the initiative in identifying and seeking out
the tremendous opportunity afforded by the Getty
Foundation and in recognizing the importance of
having a coherent inventory of our “real estate,”
credit must go to Johanna Thoeresz, Director of
Development, Diane Gumz, Director of Corpo-
rate and Foundation Support, and, of course,
Colin Diver, Reed College President.

Lena Lencek
Professor of Russian and Humanities
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PREFACE TO THE REPORT

The Reed College Heritage Master Plan was funded
through a grant from the Getty Foundation’s Campus
Heritage Initiative. The Campus Heritage Initiative as-
sists colleges and universities in the United States to-
wards the understanding, management and preserva-
tion of their significant buildings and landscapes. It is a
program that focuses on the survey of historic resources
and the creation of a campus preservation master plan,
or the augmentation of an existing master plan with an
historic preservation component. The Getty Foundation
is to be acknowledged for developing and funding a
program to address this critical need.

With the provided funding, Reed College engaged a
team of architectural, landscape and preservation con-
sultants to identify, record and interpret the significant
character-defining features of the campus’ natural and
built environment. A major aspect of this effort was
the development of planning guidelines to address the
protection and possible restoration of these resources.
Information on these resources will also enable Reed to
proceed with planning activities for its centennial with
confidence and historic sensitivity. The overall goal of
this project was to establish heritage resource preser-
vation as an important value to be considered within
the campus planning process.

The Heritage Master Plan includes three major sections.
First, Reed’s historic resources within the period of study
(1912–1967) are identified and described in detail. This
will assist Reed in understanding the nature of these
resources in terms of their historic significance and physi-

cal integrity. Each resource’s character-defining features
have been clearly, accurately, and succinctly defined.

The second section analyzes the historic resources and
assesses their level of significance to Reed and its cam-
pus history. The Heritage Master Plan focuses on the
meaning and value of sites, buildings and landscapes in
the almost 100-year development of the Reed campus,
being mindful that some of these resources may also
be important regionally or nationally.

The final section of the Heritage Master Plan provides
guidelines for the protection and management of these
historic resources. These guidelines address potential
future planning issues, especially in relation to develop-
ment and building on the campus over time. The guide-
lines are not intended to be prescriptive; but rather to
identify and understand the ways in which the value of
the campus historic resources can be appropriately con-
sidered in the course of larger campus planning efforts.

The Heritage Master Plan will assist Reed College as it
looks towards its future, well beyond its first century of
existence. Through the identification of the college’s
historic resources, the understanding of their signifi-
cance, and guidelines for their protection, Reed can
ensure that heritage and meaning are considered along-
side all other campus concerns, pressures and opportu-
nities. These considerations allow the college to confi-
dently address current and future needs while retain-
ing those features of significance that have, over time,
come to define Reed itself.


